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Featured companies

Want to get
featured?
GET FEATURED

Concise Studio
$5,000+

We Make Beautiful Websites!

$50 - $99 / hr

We are a Toronto-based full-stack web design agency. Since 2011, we have
been offering our services to small and mid-size businesses all around the
world. We can help you transform your website into a powerful marketing
tool.

10 - 49
SMBs

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Canada, Toronto
2011

Framework

Within 1 week

40% Angular.js

Pivisions Direct LLP
$5,000+

Making your presence online

$30 - $49 / hr

Pi Visions, is a 360-degree digital agency that provides highly specialised
service for advance website development and helping our customers reach
their online business goals.

<10
Enterprise
India, Vashi
2004
Within 1 week

PROFILE

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Framework
20% Angular.js

PROFILE
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CreativeIT
$5,000+

The Only Tech Partner You Need For Your Business

$30 - $49 / hr

Full-Stack & UI/UX Outsource Team that delivers complex web applications
& business key results. Trusted by P&G, Renault and Harvard Business
School. Recognized as one of the top development companies in Belarus
and Eastern Europe by Clutch co.

10 - 49
SMBs

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Belarus, Minsk
2015

Framework

Within 1 week

40% Angular.js

ModLogix

VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

Transforming Tech Heritage

$30 - $49 / hr

We move legacy software solutions to secure, stable and scalable
platforms, saving their business value.
Why modernize? Increase competitiveness, simplify maintenance, and
improve the business processes.

50 - 99
Enterprise

PROFILE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

United States, New
York City
2014
Within 2-3 weeks

Framework
30% Angular.js

HUSPI

VISIT WEBSITE

$25,000+

Your Digital Transformation Partner

$50 - $99 / hr

Ukraine, Kyiv

In the world of remote work, online orders, and social distancing,
technology helps to bring people and processes together. Let's digitalize
your business today.
We are a software consulting and development company that takes joy in
streamlining technical and business processes with the help of the latest
technologies.

2015

Framework

10 - 49
SMBs

Within 1 month

PROFILE

30% Angular.js

Techreviewer Rating

5.0
PROFILE
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Agency Coda

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

$10,000+

Driving Innovation 🚀

$30 - $49 / hr

Digital Agency based in Buenos Aires, Argentina delivering high quality
digital products. Experts in Digital Transformation and Innovation.
💡 Schedule a Free Call with our Specialists to discuss your idea!

5.0

Framework

PROFILE

10 - 49
Startups
Argentina, Buenos
Aires
2019
Within 1 week

15% Angular.js

Imaginary Cloud
$5,000+

Software Development and UX/UI Design done right

$50 - $99 / hr

Imaginary Cloud is a Software Development and UX/UI Design company that
has helped build and launch more than 300 web & mobile applications
worldwide together with industry leading clients such as Nokia, ThermoFisher and BNP Paribas.
With more than 10 years of experience, Imaginary Cloud entered the
international ranking of the Top 100 Fastest Growing Companies and Top

50 - 99
SMBs
United Kingdom,
London
2010
Within 1 week

Framework
15% Angular.js

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0
PROFILE
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WTT Solutions
$10,000+

WTT Solutions

$30 - $49 / hr

Ukraine, Kiev

We are a group of software experts who have delivered world-class
solutions to businesses of all shapes and sizes. Starting with UX/UI design
for web development and mobile design for mobile applications we provide
an excellent experience for our customers. Full-stack development, frontend development, back-end development are our strengths. We
understand that different businesses have different needs - so we adapt to

2016

Framework

10 - 49
Enterprise

Within 1 week

$10,000+

Full-stack development

$50 - $99 / hr

Webdevium is the easiest way to get your web and software development
projects done.

Startups
United States, San

Techreviewer Rating

5.0
PROFILE

15% Angular.js

Webdevium

<10

VISIT WEBSITE

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Framework
20% Angular.js

Antonio

PROFILE

2018
Within 1 week

Protocloud Technologies
$50,000+

Web and Development company

$50 - $99 / hr

India, Jaipur

Protocloud Technologies is India's top-rated custom web and app
Development Company with over 10+ years of experience developing worldclass B2B & B2C applications and websites.
Our clients reach from startups to enterprises, and we have worked with a
variation of industry verticals, including healthcare, eLearning, &
eCommerce.

2013

Framework

10 - 49
Enterprise

Within 2-3 weeks

30% Angular.js

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0
PROFILE
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IT dev group
$5,000+
<$20 / hr
10 - 49
Enterprise
United States, New
York

IT Dev Group's major goal - is always to create a high quality projects for
your company processes automatization. Implement your idea from scratch
to your viable system and receive yourself a ready-made solution for your
bussiness. We are a web site development business, which allows you to
create stable services and products fast with the aid of our strong
expertise.

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Framework
30% Angular.js

2012

VISIT WEBSITE

PROFILE

Other

Apzumi

VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

Top healthcare app developers

$50 - $99 / hr

Apzumi is a boutique software agency specialized in digital health,
wellness and fitness.

50 - 99
Startups
Poland, Poznan

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Framework
20% Angular.js

PROFILE

2013
Within 1 week

Oril

VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

Increasing World Efficiency

$30 - $49 / hr

Oril is a full-spectrum software development organization specializing in
web & mobile apps, digital transformation, product strategy consulting,
and IoT. We are a diverse team of talented experts with strong commitment
and a manner to solve problems with great proficiency.
We aspire to deliver value to our global community and drive technological
advancement to each of our customers in various industries including

10 - 49
SMBs
United States,
Brooklyn
2015
Within 2-3 weeks

Framework
20% Angular.js

Techreviewer Rating

5.0
PROFILE
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Brocoders

VIEW VIDEO

$25,000+

TOP Rated React.js|Node.js Development Team

$30 - $49 / hr

Brocoders is a technical partner for startups and SMBs. Our main services
are full-cycle software development and team augmentation.
Looking for a trusted and experienced dev team for your product or want to
enhance your development team with top specialists - get in touch with us
and get a consultation from our tech experts.

50 - 99
Startups

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Estonia, Tallinn
2014

Framework

Within 1 week

$5,000+

Custom Software Design + Development

$20 - $29 / hr

Succeeding is hard. And it is most hard without capable and talented
minds and hands to aid you in understanding, building and releasing
software. We devote every minute of our day to be better than the one just
passed, which alongside our expertise make us a valuable partner for your
company, startup, idea or bare will to create something new that improves
a business. We specialize in UI/UX, MVP development and developing

Startups
Mexico, Ciudad de
México

Framework

2011
Within 2-3 weeks

15 + YEARS making digital solutions

$20 - $29 / hr

We offer professional digital business solutions for our customers and
always aim to achieve better goals with our products than expected.

Bosnia, Bijeljina
2006
Within 1 month

Techreviewer Rating

4.9
PROFILE

VISIT WEBSITE

$25,000+

Enterprise

VISIT WEBSITE

30% Angular.js

itMedia

10 - 49

VIEW
VIDEO

0% Angular.js

Inflexion Software

10 - 49

PROFILE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Framework
30% Angular.js

PROFILE
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Neoito

VISIT WEBSITE

$10,000+

Grow ideas into million-dollar businesses.

$30 - $49 / hr

We have a proud history of helping founders achieve multi-million dollar
valuation and providing turnkey enterprise-grade solutions for their
customers.

50 - 99
Startups
United States, Salt
Lake City

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Framework
20% Angular.js

PROFILE

2014
Within 1 week

Webomaze Web Design Perth
<$5,000

#1 Web Design Company In Perth

$30 - $49 / hr

The One-stop Digital Agency For Website Design, Mobile Apps & Digital
Marketing In Perth.

10 - 49
Startups
Australia, East

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Framework
20% Angular.js

Perth WA

PROFILE

2020
Within 1 week

Cogniteq

VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

We tranform ideas into software products

$30 - $49 / hr

Lithuania, Vilnius

Cogniteq is a custom software development company based in Eastern
Europe. We provide a full cycle of Mobile and Web development services
and deliver tailor-made solutions to address your needs.
Our activities are not limited to one business domain only. Over 10+ years
of our work, we’ve managed to accumulate the strongest expertise in
building IoT apps and developing reliable solutions for the healthcare

2005

Framework

50 - 99
SMBs

Within 1 week

25% Angular.js

Techreviewer Rating

4.9
PROFILE
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LaSoft

VISIT WEBSITE

$5,000+

The technology partner you can trust!

$20 - $29 / hr

Poland, Wroclaw

LaSoft is a European software development company that helps startups
blast markets, receive traction - by software development of innovative
applications.
Right now our team consists of 100 experienced and multi-talented
professionals in-house including project managers, designers, software
engineers, and quality assurances.

2014

Framework

100 - 249
SMBs

Within 2-3 weeks

$30 - $49 / hr

4.9
PROFILE

20% Angular.js

Softkit
$10,000+

Techreviewer Rating

VISIT WEBSITE

Softkit is an actively developing Ukrainian IT company, that provides a wide
spectrum of high-quality services.

10 - 49

Framework

SMBs

20% Angular.js

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Ukraine,
Zaporizhzhya

PROFILE

2019
Within 2-3 weeks

Internetrix
$5,000+

Accelerating marketing modernisation.

$100 - $149 / hr

At Internetrix it is our aim to fundamentally improve the way people do
business. Internetrix delivers award-winning digital analytics, custom web
development, UX, and data science to 200+ companies throughout
Australia, Asia, and Europe. Our all-Australian team is based in Sydney,
Australia.

50 - 99
Enterprise

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Australia,
Wollongong NSW,
Australia

Framework

2000

20% Angular.js

Within 1 week

PROFILE
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Diceus

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

$25,000+

Software development company

$100 - $149 / hr

DICEUS is a fast-growing software development company. We are named
top software developers by Clutch and GoodFirms regularly.

50 - 99
Enterprise
Ukraine, Kyiv

4.9

Framework
35% Angular.js

PROFILE

2011
Within 1 week

Foreignerds, Inc.

VIEW VIDEO

<$5,000

You Think. We Code.

$20 - $29 / hr

We at Foreignerds are an Agency that specializes in Web & Mobile App
development and Digital Marketing services.

100 - 249

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9

Framework

SMBs
United States,

30% Angular.js

Newark

PROFILE

2016

VIEW
VIDEO

Within 1 week

codelabs.rocks
$25,000+

We are into coding!

$30 - $49 / hr

Poland, Opole

At codelabs.rocks , the coding is science ⚗️We are a custom web-app
development team, taking care of every detail of your code. We unlock the
potential of Product Owners, to code their vision into market reality. At
codelabs.rocks we develop the Tech that works for the benefit of business.
We are the ultimate partner for the forward-thinking CTOs across all
industries.

2017

Framework

10 - 49
Enterprise

Within 2-3 weeks

50% Angular.js

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9
PROFILE
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Previous

1

/ 60

Next

AngularJS is a JavaScript framework maintained by Google. AngularJS developers are needed to develop browser, desktop and mobile
applications - those where you can quickly and seamlessly navigate the site.
Angular applications are made up of independent elements by AngularJS developers. These elements are called components, and each
component has different behavior.
For example, a news feed is one component. Responsible for displaying the news list on the page. The Read button is another component.
Responsible for switching from the news list page to the selected news.
Typically, a component is programmed by AngularJS development companies so that it displays an element on the screen and performs some
kind of action. A component can respond to a click, collapse, expand, hide, redirect to another page, and so on.
Components obey life cycles - they change and work according to several programmed scenarios. Let's take a situation where we go from a news
list page to a single news item. In this case, the "News Feed" component is destroyed and, if necessary, recreated. Lifecycles offload memory
and speed up the application.
Angular is a framework for experienced front-end developers. It is not taken from scratch programming courses because AngularJS web
development requires general knowledge in HTML, CSS, JavaScript, TypeScript, Git, and GitHub. In our new listing, we have compiled a base of
experienced AngularJS developers who specialize in AngularJS development.

David Malan
Techreviewer author

